
Following the collision Holter approached Kahin and asked if he saw the collision. Kahin 
confirmed he had and provided his name and number to Holter. Another police officer arrived 
and Kahin provided his name and number to the police officer. He further told this officer that 
he saw the collision. He is unsure if the officer actually recorded this information. 

-Photos taken by the central garage, along with the damage estimate for the squad, have been included. 
-Sgt. Chiodo asks Ploeger, Loonsfoot, and Pfaff about issuing a citation for this collision. Sgt. Chiodo 
told me there was no assumption that involved officers should issue a citation. This questioning was 
done in effort to determine if a person who caused a collision with a squad, resulting in damages to 
City property, would be issued a citation. All officers present, including the involved officers, have the 
authority to issue a citation and none was issued. 
-Sgt. Chiodo does present questions that contain multiple questions within one larger question. All 
officers involved had Federation representation present. There are limited objections to the questions 
and it appears that the officers had no trouble understanding or answering the questions. 
-Sgt. Chiodo contacted BIS and the Impound Lot. BIS confirmed that there is no way to go back and 
check the electronic version of the hot sheet on 07-27-2010. The Impound Lot confirmed that they do 
not keep copies of the paper version of past hot sheets. 
-I attempted to review squad accidents that Pfaff responded to. There is no log kept of such responses 
by traffic officers. To do this review I pulled up Pfaff's activity log on Visinet and compared it to 
squad accident reports in CAPRS. This was done from 07-01-2009 to 01-01-2011. As such there may 
be some omissions. I was able to find 6 squad accidents that Pfaff responded to. I also pulled 3 other 
squad accidents that other traffic officers responded to. These were randomly pulled from CAPRS. 
The reader can compare Pfaff's documentation to other officers. 
-Although Sgt. Pfaff was reinterviewed, he was not asked if he knew "he should have asked the 
officers if they were injured". This is a basic principle of traffic accident investigation that all officers 
are taught. The first question responding officers should always ask is "Are you injured?" 
-Sgt. Simonson completed an amended state accident report on 3-22-2011. At the request of D.C. 
Gerlicher that was included in the front of the case file. 
-I have added a dividing page in the "Policy and Procedure" section that indicates where the Traffic 
Unit Internal Manual begins. In speaking with Sgt. Scott Olson, he estimates that this version of the 
manual has been in place since mid-2008. 
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AMENDED SUMMARY 

After Inspector Lucy Gerold reviewed the case, there were follow up questions 

she asked regarding the case investigation and additional information she requested. I 

addressed these questions and concerns and I have provided the answers and requested 

documentation in this amended case summary. 

PHOTOS & SQUAD ESTIMATE 

Officer Pfaff took13 photos of the two vehicles that were involved in the accident. 

Both vehicles had been driven to the side of the road prior to Officer Pfaff's arrival on 

scene so the pictures do not reflect how the cars ended up immediately after the accident. 

The original squad video shows that both drivers moved the vehicles to the side of the 

road immediately after the accident occurred. 

There are five photos of Squad 310 taken by a shop after the city towed it from 

the scene. I have included these photos and a copy of the City of Minneapolis's estimate 

to repair the squad, $3680.26. 
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